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FACE THE NATION 

 

03/05/23 Guests: Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV) (1); Larry Hogan, former governor (R-MD) (2); Governor J.B. Pritzker (D-

IL) (3); Representative Brad Wenstrup (R-OH) (4); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA commissioner, Pfizer board 

member (5) 

 Guest Correspondent: Robert Costa, CBS News chief election & campaign correspondent (2) 

1) Topics include: proposed bipartisan rail safety legislation in the wake of the train derailment that was carrying 

toxic chemicals in Ohio; U.S. debt and spending / capping discretionary spending / need to be energy-independent, 

energy-secured; his refusal to make any political decisions regarding endorsing Joe Biden for re-election or whether 

he is going to run for re-election or the presidency until December 

2) a brief discussion with Mr. Costa and extended recorded excerpts from his Friday interview with former 

Governor Hogan on his decision not to run for the Republican presidential nomination in the 2024 election, 

divisions withing the Republican Party, the candidacy of former President Trump, his hope that Trump is not 

successful, the Dominion lawsuit against Fox News and the potential candidacy of Florida Governor Ron DeSantis 

3) Topics include: intention to serve out his term as governor / support for President Biden’s re-election; Republican 

message regarding education on a local and national scale / Governor DeSantis’ attempt to edit Black history in an 

AP college course; women’s health and reproductive rights / Walgreens pharmacy announcement that they won’t 

sell abortion pills in states that have threatened legal action / Chicago’s race for mayor 

4) Topics include: lack of consensus on Covid-19’s origins / work of the newly created House subcommittee on the 

coronavirus pandemic / subcommittee members who traffic in misleading information about COVID; second train 

derailment in Ohio 

5) Topics include: possible origins of Covid-19 / putting the focus on ‘taking the steps’ to ensure that a lab leak 

never happens; President Biden’s skin cancer diagnosis 

6) Flashback: SELMA ANNIVERSARY / Bob Schieffer visited Selma with John Lewis in 2015 and crossed the 

Edmund Pettus Bridge - President Biden will travel to Selma, AL later Sunday to commemorate the 58th 

anniversary of Bloody Sunday, a landmark event for the civil rights movement – and for the late Rep. John Lewis. 

 

03/12/23 Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News senior national correspondent (1); Janet Yellen, U.S. Treasury secretary (2); 

Representative Ro Khanna (D-CA) (3); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX) (4); Christopher Krebs, former 

director, Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, CBS News cybersecurity expert and analyst (5); 

Governor Phil Murphy (D-NJ) (6) 

1) a report from Atlanta on America’s economic crossroads exacerbated by Friday’s collapse of California’s Silicon 

Valley Bank 

2) Topics include: collapse of Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) / no bailout for SVB / impact on the tech sector / missed 

signals about the bank’s problems / plans to contain the fallout from the bank’s failure 

3) Topics include: collapse of SVB / need to protect all depositors, even those in excess of $250,000 / call for 

‘decisive action’ from the Biden administration / investigating possible mismanagement at SVB / potential impact 

on the tech sector 

4) Topics include: last night’s remarks from former Vice President Mike Pence, condemning Donald Trump and his 

role in the January 6th attack / House Speaker Kevin McCarthy’s deal with FOX News, giving them hours of 

surveillance video, which they used to whitewash the events of January 6th; details of this past week’s open hearing 

on Afghanistan / outstanding documents request with the State Department 

5) Topics include: data breach at a D.C. health insurance provider, impacting some members of Congress / SVB 

collapse / impact on the tech sector 

6) Topics include: support for President Biden’s re-election; collapse of SVB; Florida Governor DeSantis’ dismissal 

of the College Board’s AP African American studies course; preparing for the possible undoing of government 

approval of an abortion bill by a Texas judge 

7) “Power of Women” - as we mark Women's History Month, the resilience and strength of women around the 

world are cause for celebration. But despite the strides made in the last century, the reversal in women's rights is 

now officially a global emergency. 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

03/19/23 Guests: Robert Costa, CBS News chief election & campaign correspondent (1); Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) 

(2); Representative Patrick McHenry (R-NC), chairman, House Financial Services Committee (3); Gary Cohn, 

former director, National Economic Council, vice chairman, IBM (4); Kara Swisher, tech journalist, host, “On With 

Kara Swisher”, co-host, “Pivot” (5); Scott Galloway, professor, New York University, co-host, “Pivot” (5); General 

H.R. McMaster (retired), former national security adviser, Trump administration (6) 

1) a report on what Mr. Trump’s legal team is planning if he is charged in the Stormy Daniels hush money 

investigation and what could happen with the former president's 2024 campaign 

2) Topics include: anxiety in the banking sector / calling for Congress to introduce more regulation for the banking 

industry after the two banks failed earlier this month / lifting the FDIC insurance cap / her lack of confidence in 

Mary Daly of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco and Jerome Powell of the Federal Reserve Bank 

3) Topics include: House Speaker McCarthy’s directive to Congress, to investigate whether federal funds are being 

used by the Manhattan district attorney to investigate the 45th president; allowing all options to fix the banking crisis 

/ FDIC deposit level / investigating the underlying causes of the collapse of the two banks / conservatives who are 

blaming “woke banking” for the failures / President Biden’s proposal regarding salaries for banking executives 

4) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s call for protests, should he be indicted; banking crisis / contagion risk for other 

banks / possible absorption of regional banks by larger banks / his op-ed, calling for common sense regulation / 

expanding deposit insurance; possible interest rate hike by the Federal Reserve 

5) Topics include: the “two Americas in Silicon Valley”, revealed by the banking failure; this week’s TikTok 

hearing / risk level associated with using TikTok; Mr. Trump’s use of social media and lack of oversight, as he calls 

for more protests 

6) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s call for protests, should he be indicted; Vladimir Putin’s trip to Ukraine and visit to 

children centers / indictment by the International Criminal Court for kidnapping children / Xi Jinping’s trip to Russia 

/ China’s supply of weapons, munitions and other support to Russia / change in foreign policy from some 

Republicans, who diminish the importance of supporting Ukraine 

 

03/26/23 Guests: Robert Costa, CBS News chief election & campaign correspondent (1) (5); Representative Tony Gonzales 

(R-TX) (2); Senator Mark Warner (D-VA), chairman, Select Committee on Intelligence (3); John Kirby, NSC 

Coordinator for Strategic Communications (4); Rikki Klieman, CBS News legal analyst (5); Bill Bratton, former 

New York City police commissioner (5); Neel Kashkari, president, Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis (6) 

1) the latest as the special counsel is “tightening” investigation into former President Trump, as he held his first 

official 2024 campaign rally in Waco, TX Saturday night 

2) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s rally in Waco and his use of a recording made by people who are being prosecuted 

for the January 6th attack on the Capitol; solutions focusing on securing the border and legal immigration 

3) Topics include: past week’s questioning of TikTok’s CEO / White House support of a bipartisan bill that could 

potentially ban technology seen as a credible threat / political costs of banning TikTok; possible additional 

regulation for midsize banks / his political donations from SVB; classified materials improperly held by President 

Biden and former President Trump 

4) Topics include: full cooperation with the Justice Department in the ongoing classified materials investigation; 

national security concerns about TikTok / the RESTRICT Act - Senator Warner's bill targeting TikTok endorsed by 

the NSC; attacks on U.S. positions by Iran-backed groups / President Biden’s commitment to keeping U.S. troops in 

Syria; monitoring the Russian rhetoric regarding nuclear weaponry; Taiwan’s President Tsai’s visit to the United 

States 

5) a discussion on the New York grand jury investigation into Mr. Trump and what could happen if the former 

President is indicted and arrested in New York 

6) Topics include: ‘resilient’ and ‘sound’ U.S. banking system, despite the failed banks / potential impact on the 

economy / Americans’ low confidence in the Federal Reserve / failure of Silicon Valley Bank / Federal Reserve 

Bank of San Francisco President Mary Daly / revamping the regulatory system for midsize banks 
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60 MINUTES 

 

03/05/23 60 MINUTES (7:06 – 8:06p) 

 “Please Let Me Die” – a report on the thousands of Ukrainian prisoners of war being held captive by Russia. Three 

women soldiers who served in Mariupol and were recently released discuss their time as POWs in camps that the U.N. 

condemned for torture. Includes interviews with Sergeant Iryna Stogniy, Captain Mariana Mamonova, and Sergeant 

Anastasia Chornenka, recently released prisoners of war; and Andriy Yermak, chief of staff to President Volodymyr 

Zelenskyy. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Maria Gavrilovic) 

 “Who is minding the chatbots?” – a report on AI chatbots and Microsoft’s new AI search feature, Bing. While the 

new technology boasts many benefits, some fear its inaccuracies may promote propaganda and racist ideas. Includes 

interviews with Brad Smith, President of Microsoft; Yusuf Mehdi, Corporate Vice President of Search at Microsoft; 

Ellie Pavlick, Assistant Professor of Computer Science at Brown University; Gary Marcus, cognitive scientist and AI 

researcher; and Timnit Gebru, computer scientist and AI researcher. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Ayesha Siddiqi) 

“David Byrne” – a profile of David Byrne. The artist and musician discusses creativity, his band Talking Heads, and 

translating his art into theater. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Michael H. Gavshon) 

The Last Minute – an update on “Dominion”, OAD: 10/23/22. (C: Anderson Cooper) 

 

03/12/23  PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Tales of Four-Legged Friends” 

  60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Tales of Four-Legged Friends” 

“Survival Of The Friendliest” – a report on the links between the evolution of dogs and humans. Includes interviews 

with Brian Hare, an evolutionary biologist and author at Duke University; Peggy and Meg Callahan, who run the 

Wildlife Science Center in Minnesota; Bridgett vonHoldt, a geneticist at Princeton; Ben Monkaba, who has Williams 

Syndrome and met Morley Safer in 1997, while he was doing a story for 60 MINUTES; and Terry Monkaba, Ben’s 

mom. (See also: "A Very Special Brain", OAD: 10/19/97) (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Denise Schrier Cetta) (OAD: 

11/27/22) 

“Comparative Oncology” – a report on Comparative Oncology. The growing field boasts promising genetic cancer 

research with dogs and humans. Includes interviews with Elaine Ostrander, a senior geneticist at the NIH; Nicola 

Mason, University of Pennsylvania professor and veterinarian who oversees a national network of comparative 

oncology trials funded by the White House's Cancer Moonshot Initiative; Krystie Gomes, who was diagnosed with 

Osteosarcoma in 2020; Kathy Feder, Krystie’s mom; Dr. Elyssa Rubin, Krystie’s oncologist; Matt Olson, owner of 

Sandy the golden retriever; Dan Heffron, owner of Otto the boxer; Julie Hinseth, who was diagnosed with glioblastoma 

in 2020; and Doug Hinseth, Julie’s husband. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Denise Schrier Cetta) (OAD: 11/27/22) 

“Wild Horses” – a report on the Wyoming Honor Farm. The state operated minimum security prison aims to tame 

the wild horse population through a program where inmates train the animals. Includes interviews with Jess Oldham, 

who runs the Wind River Wild Horse Sanctuary outside Lander, WY with her family; Holle Waddell, division chief 

of the program that oversees wild horses for the Bureau of Land Management; Curtis Moffat, warden of the Wyoming 

Honor Farm; Travis Shoopman, manager of the farm; and Peytonn Suchor and Michael Davis, inmates. (C: Sharyn 

Alfonsi – P: Michael Karzis, Katie Kerbstat) (OAD: 11/20/22) 

The Last Minute - A four-legged friend helps ease some aches and pains in the aging and helps us lead better lives. 

(C: Anderson Cooper) 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

03/19/23 60 MINUTES (7:39 – 8:39p) 

 “The State of the Navy” – a report from aboard the USS Nimitz, a United States Navy aircraft carrier operating 

southeast of Taiwan and China in the Western Pacific, along with a report from the Pentagon. Members of the U.S. 

Navy discuss the possible Chinese invasion of Taiwan, new long-range missile systems and the general state and 

power of the Navy. Includes interviews with Admiral Samuel Paparo, commander of the U.S. Pacific Fleet; Lt. Cmdr. 

David Ash, who flies an F/A-18; Representative Mike Gallagher (R-WI) and Representative Elaine Luria (D-VA), 

who served together on the House Armed Services Committee in the last Congress; Admiral Mike Gilday, Chief of 

Naval Operations; and Toshi Yoshihara, Senior Fellow at the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments. (C: 

Norah O’Donnell – Producer for Part I: Keith Sharman; Producers for Part II: Keith Sharman, Roxanne Feitel) 

DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

“Only in America” – a profile of billionaire businessman Rocco Commisso. He discusses moving to the Bronx from 

southern Italy in his youth, his cable TV empire and Fiorentina, the Florence-based Italian professional soccer team 

he purchased. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Guy Campanile) 

The Last Minute – an update on “Your Bank Has Failed”, OAD: 03/08/09. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi) 

 

03/26/23 60 MINUTES (7:39 – 8:39p) 

 “Feeling of Feeling” – a report on the newest artificial prosthetics technology. Experimental research has led to the 

development of a revolutionary technology which is able to restore a sense of touch. Includes interviews with Brandon 

Prestwood, who volunteered for the experimental surgery; Amy Prestwood, Brandon’s wife; Dustin Tyler, a 

biomedical engineer who leads this research at Case Western Reserve University and the Cleveland V.A.; Sliman 

Bensmaia, a leading expert on the neuroscience of touch at the University of Chicago; Scott Imbrie, Austin Beggin, 

and Danny Werner, who volunteered for the research; and Bolu Ajiboye, lead researcher and biomedical engineer at 

Case Western Reserve University. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Aaron Weisz, Ian Flickinger) 

“Silicon Valley Scandal” – an interview with Ina and David Steiner. As creators of a newsletter reporting on e-

commerce businesses, they discuss the many attempts made to thwart their reports, including violent threats made 

against them by eBay senior managers. Includes interviews with Natick, MA Detective John Haswell and Sergeant 

Jason Sutherland, who worked on the case; Andrew Lelling, former federal prosecutor; and Jillise McDonough and 

Rosemary Scapicchio, representatives of the Steiners in a civil case against eBay. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Michael 

Rey) 

“Charles Barkley” – a profile of Charles Barkley. The NBA Hall of famer and basketball commentator discusses 

growing up in Alabama, his time in the NBA and his current broadcast career. Includes interviews with Ernie Johnson, 

host of “Inside the NBA”; and Kenneth Venue, childhood friend of Barkley. (C: Jon Wertheim - P: Draggan 

Mihailovich) 

The Last Minute – Despite the uncertainty of athletic upsets, politics and economics, there’s one solid glimmer of 

certainty: Spring began this week. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi) 
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48 HOURS 

 

03/04/23 48 HOURS: “The Poisonous Wife” (9:00 – 10:00p) - a report on the June 8th, 2017 murder of Ben Renick, found 

dead at his snake breeding facility about 80 miles west of St. Louis, MO. Discovered by his wife Lynlee Renick, 

investigators originally believed Ben had been the victim of an attack by one of his reptiles. The coroner discovered 

he had been shot eight times, once at close range. Lynlee eventually admitted to investigators she had been having 

an affair with Brandon Blackwell and been in contact with Michael Humphrey, an ex-boyfriend just released from 

prison. Investigators also discovered that Lynlee’s spa business was losing money and that she had lied to Ben about 

it. With just circumstantial evidence, the case went cold for nearly three years. In January 2020, a jailhouse tip from 

Brandon Blackwell provided enough information for investigators to arrest Lynlee Renick and Michael Humphrey, 

as well as Lynlee’s former employee Ashley Shaw, who turned on her one-time boss in exchange for leniency. In 

late 2021, Michael went on trial and was convicted of first-degree murder; he then agreed to cooperate with the 

state. During Lynlee’s trial, she claimed that Ben was abusive, Michael shot Ben, and also apologized for her 

attempts to implicate her former brother-in-law. Lynlee was found guilty of murder in the second degree and armed 

criminal action; she was sentenced to 16 years in prison. Ben was honored with a new breed of snake, the Renick 

Ghost. On-screen text graphic: The stalking and related charges against Brandon Blackwell were dropped. Lynlee 

Renick will be eligible for parole by 2035. Interviewed: Sam Renick, Ben’s brother; Dav Kaufman, snake breeder, 

documentary filmmaker; Dave Colbert, coroner; Katherine Berger, defense attorney; Tim Hesemann, defense 

attorney; Beth Mayberry, Columbia, MO resident; Dave McKenna, journalist, Defector Media. (C: Peter Van Sant – 

P: Chris O’Connell, James Stolz, Alicia Tejada) (OAD: 03/12/22) 

 

03/04/23 48 HOURS: “The Trial of Alex Murdaugh” (10:00 – 11:00p) – an update to “The Murdaugh Mysteries”, which 

was a report on the investigation into Alex Murdaugh, a wealthy and once prominent attorney in the South Carolina 

Lowcountry, for the June 7th, 2021 murder of his wife Maggie and son Paul at the family’s hunting lodge in Colleton 

County, as well as the many other crimes connected to his family. On March 2nd, 2023, a jury in South Carolina 

deliberated for just under three hours before they returned with a guilty verdict for the murders of Alex’s wife and 

son; he was sentenced the next day to two consecutive life terms in prison. This broadcast contains details of the 

trial, including the evidence used to prosecute Alex, which included an incriminating video found on Paul’s phone; 

the work of the defense, including their claim that Maggie and Paul were murdered as retribution for the February 

2019 boat crash that killed 19-year-old Mallory Beach; and the potential impact of ‘retribution murders’ on the other 

investigations and cases against the family. On-screen text graphic: Alex Murdaugh has been transported to 

Kirkland Reception and Evaluation Center in Columbia, South Carolina. He'll be assessed there before being 

assigned permanently to a maximum-security prison. Interviewed: Pilar Melendez, senior national reporter, The 

Daily Beast; Caroline Price, Maggie’s friend; Shellie West, Maggie’s friend; Creighton Waters, lead prosecutor (his 

first one-on-one interview after the sentencing of Alex Murdaugh). This broadcast also includes extended excerpts 

and prior interviews from 48 HOURS: “The Murdaugh Mysteries”: Michael DeWitt, Jr., managing editor, The 

Hampton County Guardian; Stephen Domino, former deputy sheriff, Beaufort County; Seth Stoughton, law 

professor, University of South Carolina; Lynn Reavis, Mallory Beach’s aunt; Curtis Smith, distant cousin of Alex 

Murdaugh, whom Alex allegedly hired to kill him for insurance money, but Curtis refused; Ronnie Richter, Gloria 

Satterfield family attorney, the long-time housekeeper who died suspiciously at the Murdaugh home and the 

resulting insurance fraud committed by Alex, related to her death; and Dick Harpootlian, Murdaugh family attorney 

(questioned at hearing). (See also: 48 HOURS: “The Murdaugh Mysteries”, OAD: 10/30/21; Rebroadcast: 07/16/22) 

(C: Nikki Battiste. No producers listed for this broadcast.) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 

 

03/11/23 48 HOURS: “What Angelina Saw” (10:36 – 11:36p) – a report on the death of Andrew “Andy” Wagner and the 

arrest and trial of his fiancée, Stephanie Fernandes, for his murder. Police were called to the Worcester, MA home of 

Andy and Stephanie on the night of May 7th, 2014, after Andy sustained a knife wound to his neck; he later died in 

hospital. Stephanie had a complicated and volatile relationship with Andy and claimed he, with a gun in hand, 

attacked her. Forced to defend herself, Stephanie picked up the knife and as Andy went to headbutt her, he was 

accidently stabbed with the knife. Delayed by procedural arguments and then the COVID pandemic, the trial began 

in June 2022. Charged with first-degree murder, Stephanie was found guilty of a lesser charge, voluntary 

manslaughter; the judge sentenced her to a term of not more than 10 years and not less than eight years in prison. 

Angelina is studying to become a forensic psychologist. On-screen text graphic: If you or someone you know is a 

victim of intimate partner violence, call the National Domestic Violence Hotline at 1-800-799-7233. Stephanie 

Fernandes' trial lawyers say she may be eligible for parole as early as 2026. Interviewed: Stephanie Fernandes; 

Angelina Fernandes; Danielle Lord, Stephanie’s friend; Maura Tansley, defense attorney; Peter Ettenberg, lead 

defense attorney; Shane Bernard, juror; and Gayla Bieksha, juror. (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Chuck Stevenson) 

 

03/18/23 48 HOURS: “Remembering the Chowchilla Kidnapping” (10:23 – 11:23p) - a retitled, reedited and updated 

rebroadcast of 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “The Chowchilla Kidnapping”, originally aired on 10/12/19, 

rebroadcasted on 07/11/20. After 46 years, Fred Woods, the last of three men convicted of kidnapping 26 children 

and their bus driver, was paroled from a prison in California. For the first time, 48 HOURS reveals a powerful and 

emotional interview with Jodi Heffington, one of the survivors from that event, believed to be the largest kidnapping 

in American history. On July 15th, 1976, 26 children and their bus driver, Ed Ray, were kidnapped as they headed 

home from Dairyland Elementary School in Chowchilla, CA. The three masked kidnappers, one armed, were later 

identified as: Fred Woods, and brothers James and Richard Schoenfeld. The kidnappers drove the bus to a wooded 

area where they preceded to unload the bus driver and children into a van that was set up as a makeshift prison. 

After driving for 12 hours, the van stopped 100 miles away from Chowchilla, at a rock quarry owned by Fred 

Wood’s father in Livermore, CA. The victims were removed one by one from the van and instructed to climb down 

a ladder to a truck trailer, buried 12 feet underground. The children and Ed escaped from the ground after 16 hours. 

The motive for the kidnapping was money, despite all three men hailing from wealthy families. All three pleaded 

guilty to 27 counts of kidnapping for robbery and ransom but each refused to plead guilty to eight counts of bodily 

harm. On February 17th, 1978, the kidnappers were sentenced to life in prison without parole. Four years after the 

crime, lawyers appealed the finding of bodily harm and the appellate court overturned it, throwing out the sentence. 

In 2012, 36 years after the kidnapping, Richard Schoenfeld was the first to be granted parole. Three years later 

James Schoenfeld was paroled. Fred Woods, who has repeatedly been caught with pornography and cell phones, 

remains in prison, but was up for parole the week of this broadcast. Original on-screen text graphic for the 10/12/19 

broadcast: On Tuesday, kidnapper Fred Woods was denied parole. He is eligible for parole again in five years. On-

screen text graphic for the 07/11/20 rebroadcast: In 2019, kidnapper Fred Woods was denied parole. He is eligible 

for parole again in 2024. On-screen text graphic for the 03/18/23 broadcast: In January 2021, Jodi Heffington 

passed away. She was 55 years old. Fourteen months after Jodi's death, Fred Woods went before the parole board for 

the 18th time. He was granted parole. Interviewed: Jennifer Brown Hyde, Larry Park, Michael Marshall and Jodi 

Heffington (Jodi’s interview is new to the 03/18/23 edition), survivors; Joan Brown, Jennifer’s mother; Sheriff Ed 

Bates, Madera County, CA; and Prosecutor Jill Klinge, assistant district attorney, Alameda County. (See also: 48 

HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “The Chowchilla Kidnapping”, OAD: 10/12/19; Rebroadcast: 07/11/20) (Contributor / 

Narrator: David Begnaud - Producers: Chris Young Ritzen, George Osterkamp) 
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48 HOURS (continued) 

 

03/25/23 48 HOURS: “The Mysterious Death of Tiffiney Crawford” – a report on the death of Tiffiney Crawford, mother 

to a son and daughter, and the case against her husband, Jason Crawford. On the night of May 2nd, 2017, then-37-

year-old Jason dialed 911 to report that his wife had been shot. When sheriff’s deputies arrived at their home in 

Cullman, AL, they found 32-year-old Tiffiney dead in the driver’s seat of her van. Two bullet wounds were in her 

head; one to her left jaw area, the other to her left temple. The gun was in her left hand, but Tiffiney was right-

handed. It initially appeared to at least one deputy to be a suicide. Because Jason’s mother works as an office 

manager at the sheriff’s office, the case was turned over to the Alabama State Bureau of Investigation. Jason 

admitted that they fought the night of her death, after he discovered Tiffiney was having an affair. Further 

investigation and the death ultimately being ruled a homicide by the medical examiner, resulted in an indictment for 

murder; Jason surrendered on May 21st, 2018. In November 2022, Jason went on trial for Tiffiney’s murder; he was 

found guilty on November 18th, 2022. Cheryl McGucken, Tiffiney’s mother, supported her son-in-law until she 

finally viewed the evidence in the public record; she spoke at Jason’s sentencing hearing on March 10th, 2023. He 

was sentenced to 99 years in prison. Under Alabama law, Jason will be eligible for parole in 15 years. On-screen 

text graphic: Tiffiney's children currently live with Jason's parents. Interviewed: Jason Crawford, his only interview 

about the case; Cheryl McGucken, Tiffiney’s mother; Lindsy Luke, Tiffiney’s friend; Debra Ball, legal assistant, 

State of Alabama; Jeff Roberts, former assistant district attorney, Cullman County, AL; Robert Tuten, defense 

attorney; Nickolas Heatherly, defense attorney; Matt Gentry, sheriff, Cullman County, AL; Joe Parrish, lead 

investigator, Alabama State Bureau of Investigation; Dr. Valerie Green, medical examiner, conducted Tiffiney’s 

autopsy; Megan Brock, juror; and Angela Fletcher, DNA analyst, testified for the prosecution. (Contributor: David 

Begnaud – Producers: Stephanie Slifer, Judy Rybak) 

 

 
***** 


